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About This Game

Pixel Privateers is a Squad Based Tactical RPG “Loot ‘Em Up” that will send your team of mercenaries through a mysterious
wormhole on a quest to gather technology for your employer. In a twist of fate, your journey becomes a one-way ticket – with
an entire galaxy of worlds to explore, factions to encounter, and epic gear to collect. Will you make it back home, make your

mark in this new universe, or become another victim of the many dangers of the cosmos? Ultimately, how your story plays out is
up to you!

Focusing on a user-customizable experience and robust multiplayer within the framework of a deep and engaging space
exploration RPG, Pixel Privateers seeks to provide a truly accessible experience that will appeal to gamers of all types and skill

levels.

GAMEPLAY DETAILS

Huge Universe to Explore

Navigate your ship through the universe and land on any planet you choose! Take care, however, for many perils await – from
warring factions to bloodthirsty aliens and more!

True Tactical, Squad-Based Combat
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Control your squad individually in tactical mode - where you issue orders and have them carried out - or control your squad as one
- directing them all at once!

Accessible Gameplay

 An array of difficulty settings will allow you to enjoy the game in a more casual manner – or challenge yourself in Hardcore
Mode where death is quite permanent!

Storyline and Factions

 Learn the history of various factions and their place in the universe, and become part of the intrigue yourself. Where do your
loyalties lie? What part will you play? See how the story unfolds!

Deep Skill and Tech Trees

 Advance your knowledge and conquer: Gain awesome new skills, abilities, and technologies as you research alien artifacts. Train
and advance individual crew members by enhancing their stats and collecting better gear!

Interactive Ship

 Tired of all that adventuring? Spend some time building up and exploring your Ship! Maybe even hang out in your own on board
bar - complete with a band to entertain you!

Epic Loot!

 Plenty of awesome gear to make you a powerhouse is out there for the taking! Break down items you don’t need into Matter that
can be spent in a variety of ways to enhance your crew.

Post Launch Content

We plan to bring free content expansions to Pixel Privateers post-launch. Encompassing not only our ideas, but also suggestions
from the Community, we are looking forward to actively supporting Privateers for a long while to come.
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Title: Pixel Privateers
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Quadro Delta
Publisher:
Re-Logic
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: i5-3337U @1.8Ghz or above

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Pixel Shader Capable Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Broadband connection needed for online multiplayer

English
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Just no, first game I bought on steam, I was a noob.. Very very long game but I really enjoyed it to the fullist and would rebuy
it.. The game itself is a good concept.
In my opinion it needs the following.

1/. Graphics engine should be the same as Farming Sim 17. High quality graphics, no glitches on a relatively cheap, mid range
card.
2/. Keyboard/Mouse as default controller settings with easy configuration of wheels and joysticks.
3/. Should be able to configure joystick buttons and Axis together. eg: JoyY extends excavator arm up then JoyY+Button 1
extends excavator secondary arm etc....
4/. Excavator and Dozer should be able to use digging and track functions simultaneously. Not this one or the other garbage.
5/. The models in general are a little on the amateurish side for a sim.
6/. General movement is a little strange and the whole sway thing the character has going needs to go. Very annoying when
trying to select stuff.

All in all, this game needs to take a leaf out of FS17 and reevaluate a few things to make the game run smoother.. while the
controls can be a little glitchy ( climbing onto vehicles) i have to say this type of game play is why i bought my HTC VIVE i
really enjoyed thiame and cant wait for it to get finished.. Trash game about trash cubes being deep. Not a bad game, has some
potential, but I can't recommend it at the moment.. This is a nice little free-to-play shooting sidescroller. You get money, you
buy weapons, you aim with your mouse on their head, you die from one touch. You start all over again, only with more
knowledge. You die again. You die so many times until you beat it. It's pretty short, but it's free. Treat it like a Demo.. Here is a
somewhat challenging airport - with only three runways You soon find Yourself wanting one more runway because of the
traffic. Can become quite handful if You don't manage it well from the start. The default taxi route suggested by the game is not
what I recommend to use - always make a habit to specifically map out the route for each arriving plane. This airport has
quickly become a favourie.. Much potential here. However, my graphic setting seems to be stuck on "fastest" and it's very
noticeable low quality even though I have a superclocked TITAN X. I have a Rift CV1 and a monitor that is 3440x1440 which
the startup config window is also locked on. I dont know if that combo is a problem. Also, the fractals seem very dim. The
brightness needs to be cranked to the point that I must be doing something wrong? The colored balls fractal is the only one one
that seems to have acceptable lighting.

The black graphics that are used look like black goo or loading problems until i zoom in very close to the fractals. Then I
understand what it is. If it was brighter and higher quality graphics (very blocky low res), I might understand better.

The main menu looks... wrong. It's beyond the purple fractal, distant, flat and wide and scaled wierd \/ not easy to reach. There
are left and right arrows that seem to be useless (like on a web hero slider). I'm guessing because there are only 8 fractals and
these arrows would load more but there is no indication that they shouldnt work, like being greyed out or removed when not
needed.

Some of these problems may be my setup or something. It feels like early access. I'm confident i'm not seeing this as intended
and will figure out how to communicate to support ASAP or hope the dev will respond here and let me know if this is the
correct current state of the graphics or where to communicate to fix.
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The base of the game as it stands now is very good! It has the beginning of something that can grow into a great game.
Lot of stuff needs to be added! Lot more quests and more depth into the whole settlement building side of the game.

it needs:
- more npcs
- more in depth movement and interaction for the npcs
- hostile npc settlement depth
- more depth in managing your own settlement
- more quests
- more puzzles
- diplomacy between player settlments

as can expected some things need to get better
- bugs
- getting stuck in buildings and water
- not being able to hurt a hostile / not being able to do damage
- npcs getting stuck in stuff
- your own character getting stuck. Seemed like a neat idea, but I lost interest after only a few levels. Decent AI however, it's
fun if you like indie games.. It is a good game with enjoyable combat. There's some chess (two types, normal and one where
your characters fight out to see the victor) and there's various modes you can play like Last Man Standing. I've thoroughly
enjoyed playing this alone with bots. The combat is gorey and heavy hitting, it won't be long until you have been completely
covered in the blood of your enemies.

Of course that's where the biggest problem lies. Multiplayer. This game has no dedicated servers, and there are no people
hosting (as far as I have seen anyway). This is a massive hit in the face since the game promises multiplayer in the game
descriptiojn itself. This means that you will most likely only play with bots most of the time.

Personally, I've been pretty happy with the game. The combat feels to satisfying and the game itself is fun and well made, I'm
not even really bothered about the multiplayer thing since my ping is so high here in china.. Very interesting game; the art style
is quite unique, as is the gameplay, but I feel it leaves a bit too much up to the player's imagination.

And by that I mean the game literally tells you NOTHING about the story or what's going on at any point.

Still, 8\/10.. Works well on touch screen, cheesy story and poker style gameplay. I dig it. Is it wrong to have loved Escape Goat
1, but to just grow frustrated with Escape Goat 2? While many reviews say the EG1 and EG2 are very similar, I suspect
something is essentially different, but I'd have to go back to the first one to identify the difference. At least in my case, liking
EG1 is not a sufficient condition for liking EG2. That's not to say EG2 is a bad game - I can tell by the reviews lots of players
like it. But I suspect fanhood of the original might not translate well to the second.

It's been a few years since I played the first one, but I remember loving it and having great fun with neat puzzles. Maybe it was
my high expectations, but I had difficulty finding the fun. EG2 often left me feeling like like I was doing an action like pushing
a button because that's what I had access too - not because it was part of a plan to solve a level. And the platforming seems more
difficult or emphasized in this one.

I requested a refund after being very frustrated for 30-40 minutes on a level that I kept failing that required lots of rapid
platforming. I realized I wasn't having much fun at all up to that point, and was hoping for improvement. I remember hard levels
in EG1, but I don't recall the first Escape Goat ever having that feeling of frustration, while simultaneously hoping it gets better.

Hope this helps. I would recommend EG1 though.. The idea might have been a good one but it turns out that the execution was
another thing entirely. The car designed around ramming doesn't really click since ramming is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed
and rarely does anything, all the missions are timed,which really doesn't work when you can go up to a minute without seeing
any enemies, and the way you control your car is more fiddly than an actual car.

Hired OP is basically useless because Form up is a janky thing, and the missiles are very RNG on if they are actually going to
hit the guy twenty foot in front of you or just spazz out and go wherever.. Anna is great, I like when she steps on me. Need to
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admit, didn't have high hopes for this game.
Aftert playing this game for awhile it really grew on me, killing nazis is awesome fun.. i download a free DLC
but it's said it was not installed and a gameplay hasn't change

how do i fix it ?
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